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MEETING: HACKNEY CARRIAGE/PRIVATE HIRE JOINT WORKING 

GROUP 
  
DATE: Monday 30th November, 2015 
  
TIME: 10.00 am 
  
VENUE: Committee Room, Town Hall, Bootle 
  
  
  
 
Members & Associations 
 
South Sefton Hackney Carriage Drivers Association 
Richard Jarman 
Steve Brown 
 
North West Taxi Association 
(Vacant) 
 
North Sefton Night Drivers Association 
(Vacant) 
 
Southport Station Hackney Carriage Association 
John Murrison 
Barry Howard 
 
Berry Street Garage 
Joe Johnson 
 
Aintree Garages 
Mike Denning 
 
Delta Merseyside Ltd 
Paul McLaughlin 
Gary Beesley 
 
Sefton Private Hire Fleet Operators Association 
Mark Sanders 
 
Ability Network 
(Vacant) 
 
Officers 
Mark Toohey (Chair), Principal Trading Standards Officer 
Mike Foulkes, Senior Taxi Licensing Officer 
 
MEETING OFFICER: Colin Auty 
Email: colin.auty@sefton.gov.uk 
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A G E N D A 
 
 
 

 Item 
No. 

   

  

  1. Apologies for Absence  
 

  

  2. Minutes   (Pages 11 - 
18) 

  Minutes of the meeting held on *  
 

  

  3. Matters Arising from the Minutes  
 

  

  4. Taxi L icensing Reserve Account   (Pages 19 - 
30) 

  To discuss the contents of the PWC report and 
the financial speadsheet. 
 
All trade representatives are asked for their 
comments/views.  
 

  

  5. Knowledge Test    

  New Knowledge Test routes and places 
included for discussion.  
 

  

  6. Enforcement   (Pages 31 - 
32) 

  Inspections carried out between 1st September 
and 26th November 2015: 
 
Hackney Carriages – 20 (no faults) 
 
Private Hire Vehicles – 131.  92  were ‘fault 
free’ (70%) 
 
Defects: Bodywork – 17 
  Wheels & Tyres – 6 
  Lighting – 12 
  Engine – 2 
  Interior – 2 
 
As requested by the trade – monthly licence 
data is now included (attached). 
   
 
Further enforcement item raised by Richard 
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Jarman: 
 
“There is a PHV company licensed in Sefton 
which has no operations within the borough”.  
 

  7. Deregulation Act    

  Item submitted by Richard Jarman: 
 
“THE DE – REGULATION ACT 2015 READS AS 
FOLLOWS: 
 
 
Section 11 : Private hire vehicles: sub-contracting 
 
In the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 1976, after section 55 insert— 
 
“55ASub-contracting by operators” 
 
(1) A person licensed under section 55 who has in a 
controlled district accepted a booking for a private 
hire vehicle may arrange for another person to 
provide a vehicle to carry out the booking if—……. 
 
 
(3) Where a person licensed under section 55 in 
respect of a controlled district is also licensed under 
that section in respect of another controlled district, 
subsection (1) (so far as relating to paragraph (b) of 
that subsection) and section 55B(1) and (2) apply 
as if each licence were held by a separate person. 
 
 
55B Sub-contracting by operators: criminal 
liability…. 
 
The explanatory note to the Act reads: 
 

59.This section [section 55 A] inserts two 
new sections (55A and 55B) into the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 in relation to the sub-contracting of 
bookings from one private hire vehicle 
operator to another. It applies in England 
and Wales, but not in London or in Plymouth 
where different legislation applies. 
 
60. In the new section 55A, :  
 
subsection (1) allows an operator who 
accepts a booking for a private hire vehicle 
to sub-contract it to four types of operator –  
 

(a)  an operator licensed and located in 
the same district as the initial 
operator;  
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(b)  an operator licensed and located in 

a different district from the initial 
operator (a different district but one 
which is still governed by the same 
legislation – in practice this means a 
district in England or Wales but 
outside London or Plymouth);  

 
 

THEREFORE: 
[Case law can be quoted in support]  

 
The activity defined as ‘operating’ which 
gives rise to marketing  MUST be  directed 
on behalf of each operator licence as if it 
were held by a separate person. 
 
An ‘app’; advertised by a Liverpool firm may 
not be directed to a Sefton licenced 
operator; or even an international one. 
 

The Liverpool or Sefton firm may accept a 
booking & then  pass it on. The booking 
media whether telephone, email or ‘app’ 
will need to be unique to each licencee. 

 
The licenced operations are separate.  
 
This situation mirrors the position existing 
before the ‘de-regulation’ provision above. 
 
A letter, phone call, email etc is directed to 
the person  “making provision”  which can / 
could only be directed toward customers for 
that single operator [or operators within the 
same licencing district]. 
 
It has been said at earlier trade meetings 
that an ‘application’ or ‘app’ arranges for a 
booking in cyber space & that this is a 
nebulous place allowing a booking for any 
operator. This is quite untrue. An application 
is a computer programme, which does 
exactly as instructed on a machine so 
programmed; see paragraphs 12- 14 of the 
“Uber” taximeter case report, for example. 
 
See also PHTM Nov 2015 at pages 18 & 19. 
 
It cannot be true that “an ‘app’ is a novel 
device not considered by parliament; the De-
regulation Act 2015 is one coming into force 
this year 
 
Note: the Merseytravel Taxi Quality 
Partnership has accepted this principle  – 
unanimously. 
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Also a company must therefore operate 
[including ‘accepting bookings’ locally not 
remotely elsewhere]” 

  
 

  8. Handbook/PH Conditions of Licence    

  Item submitted by Richard Jarman: 
 
PHV conditions  of licence; 
 
“Sefton conditions stipulate that at Part 4: 
 
e) When an operator accepts a hiring, they 
shall ensure that a Sefton licensed private hire 
vehicle or hackney carriage attends at the 
appointed place and as near to the appointed 
time as is possible. 
 
 
This prevents the ‘Rossendale’ or Berwick’ 
loophole. 
 
All constituent Boroughs in the region may 
adopt this wording. 
 
There should be a clause added  to SMBC 
conditions: 
 
If an operator adopts the procedure allowed 
by S 55 A of the 1976 Act he shall require 
his agent to use a vehicle [whether a 
hackney or PHV] licensed by his own [the 
agent’s] licensor.” 
  
 

  

  9. Spoken English Test    

  Item raised by Richard Jarman: 
 
“Spoken English.  
 
A test should be mandatory for new drivers  
 
This is the most sought after tested requirement 
amongst the trade. 
 
Complaints are rife that drivers are not able to 
communicate well with customers. This is a 
safety concern as well a practical problem.  
 
The chair of the Liverpool licensing committee 
made this point at a recent meeting. 
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Harmonisation is already policy, in this instance 
such policy is supported. 
 
SMBC have been keen to look at practice 
elsewhere;  but this is not a pre-requisite as the 
proposal is “common sense”. 
 
Many regions now have this requirement; there 
is an NQF standard available. 
 
This module was actually attached to [but not 
part of]  the VRQ when I took the course; it is 
not onerous and should be an entry 
requirement. 
 
Testing this should / must entail a route 
planning module. 
 
  
Bedford Borough Council  
 
A basic English language assessment, 
delivered by a Council officer, to determine that 
applicants have a basic level of proficiency in 
oral and written English and the ability to 
accurately give change in sterling. All new 
applicants have to take the assessment.    
The assessment includes questions about the 
applicant, charging fares and change to be 
given, identifying street names and 
understanding of licensing conditions.  
 
Bournemouth Borough Council 
 
Provide evidence of an acceptable NQF Level 2 
English literacy qualification or to have 
completed a BTEC/NVQ qualification in 
Transporting Passengers by Taxi and Private 
Hire.   
 
Leeds City Council 
 
All applicants must undertake an English 
comprehension test.  The test is set and run by 
a recognised training organisation and covers 
the following key areas:  Speaking clearly: 
giving information  Reading signs and 
documents  Writing: transferring information  
Dealing with fares  
 
Leicester City Council  
 
Applicants not born in the UK have to undertake 
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an English assessment that meets the 
requirement of NQF Entry Level 3. The 
assessment is delivered by a college of further 
education independent of the licensing 
authority.  
 
Manchester City Council  
Assessment of basic English and maths 
including verbal questions and responses; 
reading and comprehending written English; 
and mental arithmetic. Currently delivered in-
house but MCC are looking to find an external 
partner to deliver it”.    
  
 

  10. Older Vehicles    

  Item raised by Joe Johnson: 
 
“Vehicles over 8 years old.  Inconsistency and 
confusion between officers on "exceptional 
condition" to allow first time vehicles to be 
tested over 8 years old”  
 

  

  11. Vehicle Inspections    

  Item raised by Joe Johnson: 
 
“Following a recent issue having one of our 
vehicles inspected on a call back I have 
contacted other fleet owners who complain of 
similar issues when trying to have their vehicles 
inspected following a council request.   
 
Either officers not present at bridle road or 
follow up requests at Trinity Road being difficult 
to have completed.  Discussion in line with what 
is reasonable to stay in line with the act so we 
can clarify a way forward please”  
 

  

  12. Driving Test    

  Item raised by Richard Jarman: 
 
“The DVLA taxi drivers test should be 
mandatory for all newly licensed drivers”  
 

  

  13. Future Workplan    

  Upcoming L & R reports: 
 
January 2016 
 
Knowledge Test update 
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TFL v Uber (Taximeters) 
 
March 2016 
 
Novelty Vehicles 
Testing Station review  
 

  14. Date of next meeting  
 

  

  15. Any Other Business    

  In accordance with Minute No. 37 (iii) of the 
meeting of the Licensing and Regulatory 
Committee of 24 February 2003, other business 
may only be considered if agreed by the Chair 
and a majority of the trade and if it is of an 
urgent nature. i.e. requires consideration prior 
to the next scheduled meeting of the Hackney 
Carriage and Private Hire Joint Trade Working 
Group. 
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HACKNEY CARRIAGE/PRIVATE HIRE JOINT WORKING GROUP 
 

MEETING HELD AT THE SOUTHPORT TOWN HALL 
ON TUESDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER, 2015 

 
 
PRESENT: 
 
Member/Association: 
 
South Sefton Hackney Carriage Drivers Association 
Richard Jarman 
 
Delta 
Paul McLaughlin 
 
Berry St Garage 
Joe Johnson 
 
Brookfield Drive Garage 
Mike Denning 
 
All Whites 
Peter Robertson 
Adrian Hughes 
 
Central Cabs 
Alan Campbell 
Paul Sinclair 
 
Officers 
 
Mark Toohey (Chair), Principal Trading Standards Officer 
 
MEETING OFFICER: Colin Auty 
Email: colin.auty@sefton.gov.uk 
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 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
Apologies received from Mark Sanders 
 

 MINUTES  

 
Minutes of last meeting agreed as a true record. 
 

 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  

 
JJ – page 13, did guidance on dual plating go out? 
 
MT – guidance has still not been produced as it may involve amending 
conditions.  The advice is still not to dual plate due to issues with 
Liverpool/Sefton licensed vehicles potentially being driven by unlicensed 
drivers. 
 

 ENFORCEMENT  

 
PM – requested that correct plying for hire test purchases are recorded – 
including refusals. 
 
MT – Mike Foulkes is recording this and will be included in future as Mike 
could not be here today due to last minute issue. 
 
JJ – How many stop notices were issued for bodywork? 
 
MT – A breakdown can be provided if that is what is requested. 
 
RJ – Figures are indicative of disproportionate defect notices being issued 
against PHV’s. 
 
JJ – Bodywork enforcement needs to be clarified. 
 
MT – this will be looked at during testing station review. 
 
PM – Can officers be issued with Camera Phones? 
 
MT – Officers have been issued with digital cameras. 
 
JJ – Bodywork enforcement is over zealous. 
 
MD – A driver was stopped and had his vehicle plate removed over a 
scratch that wiped off. 
 
MT – Will look into this but Sefton officers shouldn’t issue a stop notice for 
a scratch. 
 
 

 VRQ  
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MT – Expressed concerns at number of licenses due to expire in 2015 if 
VRQ is not completed by drivers. List of affected badge numbers to be 
forwarded to operators (done). 
 

 RESERVE ACCOUNT/FINANCE REVIEW  

 
MT – Price Waterhouse Cooper are to be the chosen council reviewer. 
 
PM – We wish another party to conduct this as we do not view PWC as 
independent, we may seek a judicial review should we disagree with the 
decision of the committee. 
 
RJ – Justice must be seen to be done, PWC are not independent. 
 
MT – The council have been paying Arvato but not been taking the money 
back out of the correct budget. 
 
RJ – This is untrue I believe, I wish to see the figures as they are being 
withheld from the trade. 
 
PM – The council must put in independent auditors who are jointly 
approved by both the trade and the council. The trade must have 
confidence in figures. PWC should hand their report over to be audited by 
an independent auditor.  
 
RJ – Is a joint instruction of PWC account reviewers still approved by the 
finance department? Also, can the trade use the reserve account to 
address this point legally, bearing in mind that SMBC have used the 
reserve account for this purpose themselves. 
 
PM – This situation is looking like stalemate that will result in legal 
challenge. 
 
RJ – We can go to the district auditor and demand these monies back. 
 
MT – All comments have been passed onto the TS & Licensing Manager 
who will continue discussions with the trade before a decision is reached. 
 
 

 KNOWLEDGE TEST REVIEW  

 
PM – This report is excellent, very comprehensive. If test cannot be 
removed, this fall-back position is acceptable. 
 
JJ – Thanks to Gareth at Delta for his work on this. 
 
MT – Are we happy with the proposals on P.38 in relation to structure? 
 
The steering panel were overall happy with this. 
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RJ – Did not like the use of places that everyone should know. The street 
detail is not included in this test. There has to be a pool of questions and 
candidates must not be able to prejudge questions in a test on a given 
date. 
 
MD – This is not a knowledge test it’s a memory test. 
 
AC – Expressed dissatisfaction with the whole knowledge test process 
stating that it is not fit for purpose. 
 
7 out of 8 members present expressed a desire to see the knowledge test 
removed. 
 
RJ – This discussion is going over old ground. The matter was raised over 
a year ago. We should not take further opinions of panel members at this 
late stage. 
 
JJ – Why do we even have a test in place if we are looking to simplify it? 
 
MT – There is an L & R meeting to consider this – this is due on the 
21/09/14. 
 
PR – This test should test on landmarks and place names that cannot be 
found by a satnav. 
 
JJ – Could we have two possible suggestions apart from just this one – i.e. 
one that works on place names not routes and street names. 
 
AC – The current knowledge test is stopping people gaining employment 
and the knowledge test was misconceived in the first place. 
 
RJ – If a PHV is calling itself a taxi, then its driver should be required to sit 
a knowledge test. 
 
MT – Landmarks are now included but as an addition to the routes 
questions 
 
 

 TAXIMETERS IN VEHICLES  

 
PR – All Whites have removed taximeters and replaced them with GPS 
systems. 
 
RJ – Some kind of meter either a taximeter or GPS meter in a PHV is not 
legally recognised. 
 
No panel members expressed support for this issue being made 
compulsory in Sefton. 
 
PM – It is not meters that make prices correct, it is driver integrity. 
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MT – there has been a good response rate so far to this suggestion which 
will be considered by L & R on 2nd November 2015. 
 
 

 CONDITIONS FOR NON-STANDARD VEHICLES  

 
RJ – Sefton should not put this in place as the law commission are due to 
report on a national solution as opposed to a local one. 
 
JJ – How can a novelty vehicle up to 14 years old be given a new licence? 
No test station on Merseyside can test a stretch limo. RJ backed this. 
 
PM – Reservations over how safety can be ensured over testing novelty 
vehicles. 
 
MT – Other authorities have found ways to licence these types of vehicles 
so we will continue looking into this area – potentially as part of the testing 
station/standards review. 
 
 

 TRADE GROUP MEMBERSHIP  

 
PM – Why are people asked if they are a member of a political party? 
 
RJ – This document was designed for Cllr’s, not trade reps, therefore it 
needs tweaked and certain questions such as those regarding political 
parties, removed. 
 
PM – The Police should have representation on this group. 
 
 

 INSURANCE & LICENCE CONDITIONS  

 
PM – Sefton and Liverpool conditions are different. Liverpool insists on 
vehicle licence and insurance being in the same name, whereas Sefton is 
happy with the names being different. PM wants to clarify this. PM asked 
for a written response. Can this be raised at the cross border enforcement 
meeting? 
 
MT – Advised would clarify and raise at cross border enforcement 
meeting. 
 
 

 TARIFF CARDS  

 
MT – Base tariff can be on a card, surge pricing can be explained via an 
app. 
 
PM – Expressed desire for surge pricing to be ceased until the tariff card 
condition can be complied with. 
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RJ – This problem needs addressed by SMBC as soon as it can be. 
 
PM – Uber have been advising drivers that they can work for two 
operators at the same time. PM wants to know how licence conditions can 
be met in these circumstances. 
 
MT – Nothing illegal about working for 2 operators as far as he was aware 
– as long as it was clear who you were working for at a specific time.  The 
tariff cards will be looked at in an attempt to clarify different charging 
situations that may occur. 
 
 

 DEREGULATION ACT  

 
PM – Driver, operator and vehicle all need to be licensed by the same 
authority to avoid issues. 
 
MT – This will be dealt with at cross border enforcement meeting in a 
fortnight 
 
PM – Would like Merseyside enforcement officers to all be aware of this so 
that they can ensure that all vehicles that sub contract work comply with all 
local conditions. 
 
 

 PACE INTERVIEWS  

 
RJ – Non PACE interviews, when conducted, RJ would like full details of 
any complaint to be provided to a driver so that they know precisely what 
the complaint regards. 
 
MT – A summary of a complaint can be provided. 
 
RJ – This information is not being provided. 
 
MT – This can be dealt with on a case by case basis. 
 
 

 SEFTON ONLINE RECORDS  

 
MT – I am not certain where records between 2003 and 2008 are, I can 
find this out and seek to resolve this. 
 
RJ – I cannot select all and copy available documents. 
 
MT – Will ask Ruth Appleby. 
 
 

 DATE OF NEXT MEETING *  

 
Next meeting is on 8th December 2015 – to be held at Bootle Town Hall. 
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 ANY OTHER BUSINESS  
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business.

Private and confidential

Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council
Magdalen House
30 Trinity Road
Bootle
L20 3NJ

FAO: Margaret Rawding

29 October 2015

Dear Sirs

Report of factual findings in connection with the apportionment of costs by Sefton
Metropolitan Borough Council in relation to taxi licensing.

This report is produced in accordance with the terms of our agreement dated 2 October 2015.

Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council (the “Council”) have prepared the schedule of taxi licensing costs
to be charged to the related reserve and remain solely responsible for it and for the creation and
maintenance of all accounting and other records supporting its contents. The Council are also
responsible for identifying and ensuring that the Council complies with the terms of the Local
Government 1976 Act (the ‘1976 Act’).

We have performed the procedures agreed with you and listed below on the schedule of taxi licensing
costs that are proposed to be charged to the related taxi reserve. Our work was performed in
accordance with the International Standard on Related Services (ISRS) 4400 ’Engagements to perform
agreed-upon procedures regarding financial information.’ The procedures were performed solely to
assist the Council in fulfilling their reporting obligations under the 1976 Act evaluating the
reasonableness of the proposed taxi licensing costs that are to be recharged to the related reserve. We
performed the following procedures:

1. We obtained from the Council a listing of the individual costs which are proposed to be
apportioned to the taxi reserve. We were reliant on a complete listing being provided by the
Council and did not seek to check the completeness of the listing;

2. We reviewed the Council’s schedule of taxi licensing costs (as noted in point 1 above) provided
against the requirements of paragraph 53 and 70 of the 1976 Act and legal advice provided to
the Council dated 12 August 2009,to identify whether the costs identified are in line with this
guidance;

3. We documented the apportionment basis and made observations based on the methodology
that has been used; and

4. We reviewed the calculations made by the Council, who proposed, based on their review of the
apportionment charge, backdating to 2010/11 the difference between the updated
apportionment charge and the balance previously charged to the reserve. We reviewed the
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calculation to ensure that the costs proposed are consistent with the apportionment method
reviewed in point 1 and 2 above.

Within the costs that are proposed to be charged to the taxi reserve by the Council, there are seven
categories of expenditure being:

Employees – Salaries, NI and Superannuation;

Employees – Other costs;

Supplies and Services;

Support services;

Transport;

Third Party Payments; and

Capital Costs.

In undertaking the procedures (as described above) against each of these expenditure
categories we noted the following:

1. Employees – Salaries, NI and Superannuation

There are two types of salary cost that fall into this category, being:

Costs related to those Council employees who work full-time on the provision of the taxi
licensing service, for example the Taxi Licensing Shift Officer and Taxi Licensing Enforcement
Officers; and

Those employees who spend a proportion of their time on the service, for example Principal
Trading Standards Officer and Head of Environment.

1.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

For the costs noted above, it would appear that the requirements of the 1976 act have been met with
the exception of those costs that have been incurred for individuals who spend a proportion of their
time undertaking taxi licensing related activities. Given the nature of the roles for these staff, it would
seem reasonable that a proportion of their time would be spent directly in relation to the taxi licensing
service. There is insufficient information to substantiate the proportion of costs related to each FTE
that is proposed to be charged.

1.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

The costs proposed are based on the lowest band in each grade rather than the actual salary
paid; and
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There is insufficient information to support the apportionment of FTEs for those who are not
fully involved in the taxi service.

1.3 Recommendations

The Council should include actual costs for the members of staff that are to be charged to the
taxi reserve; and

The Council should review its apportionment methodology for those staff who spend a
proportion of their time in relation to the provision of the taxi licensing service. The Council
should be able to clearly show the proportion of time each individual spends dealing with taxi
licensing related activities to evidence that the costs are in line with paragraph 70 of the 1976
Act.

2. Employees – Other costs

Employees other costs relate to additional costs incurred directly related to the employment of the Taxi
Licensing Shift Officer and the Taxi Licensing Enforcement Officers. These are costs such as
employee’s insurance and medical expenses.

2.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

Subject to the revision of these costs based on our findings in 2.2 and recommendations in 2.3 below,
it would appear based on information provided that the requirements of the 1976 Act have been met.

2.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

There is insufficient information regarding the calculation of the employees’ insurance to
evidence that it directly relates to the employees noted in 2.1 above.

Beyond the employees’ insurance additional costs are incurred, which over the period 2010 to
2015range from £0 to £1,082, with a downward trajectory to between £0 and £266 over the
last three years. Based on these figures an estimation for future costs would be in the range of
between £159 and £458. The Council have proposed £250.

2.3 Recommendations

The Council should revise its calculation of employees’ insurance to a cost-per-head allowing
this to be directly related to the employees noted in 2.1 above. This also reduces the cost
proposed from £250 to c.£66. This should be adjusted historically and in future projections.

3. Supplies and services

Supplies and services costs relate to directly attributable supplies and services costs for the provision
of the taxi licensing service. This includes, for example, Criminal Records Bureau/ Disclosure and
Barring Service checks; taxi license plates; and employee costs relating to an additional member of
staff employed at the One Stop Shop.
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3.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

Subject to the revision of these costs based on our findings in 3.2 and recommendations in 3.3 below, it
would appear based on information provided that the requirements of the 1976 Act have been met.

3.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

Within the costs charged we identified £1,350 of costs that directly related to the Hackney
ranks. The Council charges the Hackney drivers an additional amount of £30 on top of the
standard license fee. Based on the number of Hackney license holders of c.270, the revenue
received will be c.£8,100; and

In the projections for 2015/16, the Council have assumed a supplies and services cost of
£190k. The trajectory over the last two years being 2014/15 and 2013/14 has been an increase
to the costs incurred, with an average of £212k compared to an average of £162k in the three
years 2010/11 to 2012/13.

3.3 Recommendations

The Council should hold the additional revenue received from the Hackney drivers and the
associated costs of the Hackney ranks in a separate account code. This change in process
should also be undertaken historically to calculate the remaining balance within the associated
reserve. The results of this exercise should be discussed with the Hackney drivers regarding
services provided for Hackney drivers or changes to the additional license fee; and

Given our findings the Council should consider increasing its estimated cost in relation to
supplies and services for 2015/16.

4. Support Services

Support services costs relate to the apportionment of associated central admin and buildings costs,
together with associated costs incurred through the Council’s contract with Avarto.

4.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

Avarto contract

Subject to the amendment of these costs historically and projected for our findings in 4.2 and
recommendations in 4.3 below, it would appear that the requirements of the 1976 Act have been met.

Central recharges

Based on information received, whilst it would seem reasonable that a proportion of central recharges
are charged to the reserve. However, we are unable to say if the level proposed meets the requirements
of the 1976 Act.
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4.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

Avarto contract

The calculation assumes a 50:50 split of costs between the One Stop Shop and the Call Centre.
Information received from Avarto notes that the split is not consistent year on year and is
subject to change. Avarto noted a current split would be 56% Call Centre and 44% One Stop
Shop;

In calculating the cost associated with the provision of the One Stop Shop, £37,500 in relation
to an additional employee was removed, as it was believed that this was included within the
costs One Stop Shop costs received from Avarto and was removed to avoid duplication. On
review it was identified that this is a separate cost from Avarto and not included within the
One Stop Shop costs. Therefore, the £37,500 should not be removed from the calculation of
the One Stop Shop cost;

In calculating payroll HR costs associated with taxi licensing, the headcount number used by
the Council in their calculations is incorrect and should be 3,924, rather than 5,151;

In calculating the costs that should be charged to tax licensing in relation to accounts payable
invoicing, the Council have calculated a cost per invoice and applied this to the number of
invoices relating to taxi licensing. However, the total number of invoices issued by Avarto used
to calculate the cost per invoice is incorrect for 2014/15: the number used should be 70,929
invoices rather than 58,900; and

The total number of PCs used to calculate the IT costs associated with the provision of the taxi

service is incorrect for 2014/15: this should be 3,146 rather than the 2,981 currently used.

Central recharges

In its original calculations the Council reduced the central recharges by £16,150, as they
believed that a number of costs were duplicated within the central recharges. However, these
are specific budgetary allocations and were not duplicated by applying the central recharges.
This reduction should therefore not be included in the calculations;

Buildings recharge – a central recharge has been made in relation to the costs associated with
taxi licensing. This is based on a historic calculation in relation to square meterage (which is a
recognised apportionment basis) and occupancy levels within individual service departments.
However, there is insufficient evidence from the current apportionment methodology to
evidence that this is the appropriate level of costs associated with the provision of taxi
licensing;

Departmental admin recharge - a central recharge has been made in relation to the costs
associated with taxi licensing. This is based on a historic budgetary allocation of 6.36% of the
departmental budget. However, there is insufficient evidence from the current apportionment
methodology to evidence that this is an appropriate level of costs associated with the provision
of taxi licensing. We do note that if alternative methods were chosen this would likely lead to a
higher cost being apportioned to the taxi reserve, for example using apportionment based on
salary costs the charge would be 10.21% and gross expenditure would be 12.59%.
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4.3 Recommendations

Avarto contract

The Council should review and revise its costs associated with the Avarto contract to take
account of our findings in 4.2 above.

Central recharges

The Council should review and revise its apportionment methodology in relation to central
recharges to clearly evidence that the costs charged to the reserve directly relate to the
provision of taxi licensing in line with paragraph 70 of the 1976 Act.

5. Transport costs

Transport costs, relate to maintenance, license, lease costs and fuel costs for the taxi license
enforcement vehicles.

5.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

We have identified some costs that have been included do not meet the requirement of the 1976 Act.

5.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

Included within the transport charge are costs in relation to the trading standards vehicle operated by
the Council, which does not relate to taxi licensing.

5.3 Recommendations

The costs that are charged to the taxi reserve should be reviewed to ensure that they include only the
costs associated with the taxi licensing enforcement vehicles and costs associated with the trading
standards vehicle should be removed.

6. Third Party Payments

Third party costs relate to, for example court/ legal fees for items directly related to the cost of the taxi
provision; vehicle breakdown cover (AA) and van radio rental.

6.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

Based on the information provided, the third party costs appear to be in line with the 1976 Act.

6.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

The costs charged historically are the actual costs incurred by the Council in relation to items
as noted above. The actual costs incurred have fluctuated over the four years between 2010-11
and 2013/14 between £5,800 and £9,462. In 2014/15 the costs incurred reduced to £1,180 as
no legal costs were received in this period. The Council have estimated costs in 2015/16 of
£9,000.
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6.3 Recommendations

The Council should review its estimation for 2015/16 to ensure that they feel it accurately
takes account of historic trends in relation to these charges.

7. Capital costs

Capital costs relate to the depreciation charge of the taxi licensing enforcement van.

7.1 Are the costs eligible for charging to the taxi reserve in line with the 1976 Act?

Based on the information provided, the capital costs appear to be in line with the 1976 Act.

7.2 Findings in relation to calculation methodology

The costs relate to the depreciation charges made by the Council on an annual basis.

7.3 Recommendations

No recommendations to note.

Closing comments

We have discussed the above points with your colleague Nick Carbonaro Strategic Service Manager -
Financial Support Services, and acknowledge that the Council are keen to take the necessary steps to
revise its proposals in relation to historic and projected charges to the taxi license reserve based on our
findings.

Our procedures, as stated in our agreement, did not constitute an examination made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, the objective of which would be the expression of
assurance on the contents of the Council’s proposed approach in relation to the calculation of and
apportionment of costs. We do not express such assurance. Had we performed additional procedures
or had we performed an audit or review of the Council’s proposed approach in relation to the
calculation of and apportionment of costs in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
other matters might have come to our attention that we would have reported to you. This report relates
only to the Council’s proposed approach in relation to the calculation of and apportionment of costs
and does not extend to any financial statements of the company taken as a whole.

Our obligations in respect of this report are entirely separate from, and our responsibility and liability
is in no way changed by, any other role we may have (or may have had) as auditors of the Council or
otherwise. Nothing in this report, nor anything said or done in the course of or in connection with the
services, will extend any duty of care we may have in our capacity as auditors of any financial
statements of the Council.

This report is solely for your use in connection with the purpose specified above and as set out in our
agreement. No part of this report is to be copied or distributed to any other party except as permitted
under the terms of our agreement. We do not accept any liability or responsibility to any third party.
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Thank you again for engaging PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (‘PwC’) to provide you with the outputs
outlined in this report. If there are any elements of our work that you would like to discuss then please
do not hesitate to contact either Richard Thomas (0784 156 2018) or myself.

Yours faithfully,

Matthew Hodge CPFA
For and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

matthew.z.hodge@uk.pwc.com
T: 0113 289 4226
M: 0772 042 5870
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